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C40 World Mayors Summit through the lens of young academics, entrepreneurs and influencers

Young Influencers
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Next Generation City Action

The Next Generation City Action gathers a 100 young professionals from around the world to bring forward
the youth perspective, current research and innovation on pressing city challenges to the C40 World Mayors
Summit in Copenhagen, Denmark. It is aiming to inspire young talented people from South Africa, Colombia,
Mexico, Ethiopia, Kenya and Denmark to become drivers of future development through building partnership
networks around sustainable city development. The youth will furthermore be able to influence, inspire and
invite for partnerships by bringing own solutions and ideas to the table.

The project builds upon the experience and success of the initiative “Next Generation P4G” that engaged
youth at the inaugural P4G Summit (Partnering for Green Growth and the Global Goals) in Copenhagen on
19-20 October 2018 with the objective to ensure youth perspectives, skills and talents in order to enrich the
P4G Summit and to pave the way for a new generation of P4G advocates.

Next Generation City Action include 3 tracks of young people:

Young 
Influencers

16 representatives

from youth organisations 

explore how private 

public partnerships can 

be a means to reach 

accelerate sustainable 

cities.

Young 
Entrepreneurs

14 start-ups showcase 

their innovation and 

pitch their new 

technology in front of 

city mayors and 

representatives. 

Young Academics 

51 university affiliated 

young professionals that 

in their curriculum work 

on a city challenge and 

will deliver a solution 

based on their individual 

field of study. 

https://p4gsummit.org/side-events/p4g-next-generation
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C40 network & World Mayor Summit 2019

C40 is a network of the world’s megacities committed to addressing climate change. C40
supports cities to collaborate effectively, share knowledge and drive meaningful,
measurable and sustainable action on climate change.

C40 Cities connects more than 90 of the world’s leading cities to take bold climate action
and build a healthier and more sustainable future. Representing 700+ million citizens and
one quarter of the global economy, mayors of C40 cities are committed to delivering on
the most ambitious goals of the Paris Agreement at the local level, as well as to cleaning
the air we breathe.

The C40 World Mayor Summit will showcase examples of how cities
are already delivering on their strong commitments and accelerate the
bold climate solutions needed for a sustainable, healthier, resilient and
inclusive future. The Copenhagen Summit will celebrate and share the
most effective climate solutions being delivered in cities worldwide.
Mayors, CEOs, philanthropists, investors, scientists and citizens will
come together to shift global markets and create the sustainable,
prosperous and healthy future for the world’s great cities.

Previous C40 summits have been hosted by London, New York, Seoul,
São Paulo, Johannesburg and Mexico City.

https://www.c40.org/events/the-2019-c40-world-mayors-summit-in-copenhagen
https://c40summit2019.org/
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Thematic Outline – Young Influencer

16 young and passionate change markers from youth organizations across the world are given a voice
to bring forward insights and visions from their work into the discussion of the summit centered
around The Future We Want

The depart on a Climate Action Explorer Tour (October 7th) taking them across Denmark to explore
Danish industry and municipal leaders in Aarhus and Greater Copehagen.

How youth organizations influence urban climate action in 2025?

Building upon their individual capabilities, roles and experience from the Explorer Tour the young
influencers will work together on declaration of action (visions, climate policy, declaration, etc.) that
focus on partnerships to accelerate tangible change towards sustainable urban development. This
can be used as an inspiration to ensure mayors commitment to decision making around city policies.
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Partners

Hosting

Delivering

initiative
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Partners – Influencer Track

SDG Student Ambassadors Denmark-City Explorer Lead

A student initiative, founded at Danish Technical University (DTU) in 2017. Students from different universities in
Copenhagen join and as the next generation of professionals with the mission to inform other students from all disciplines
about the SDGs, encourage their critical engagement and involve them in working towards the SDGs – within and beyond
their academic careers.

Given their network at DTU and engagement in various activities across the country, the SDG Ambassadors support us in
the planning and execution of the explorer tour.

SDG STUDENT AMBASSADORS
INFORM OTHER STUDENTS ABOUT THE

SDGS, ENCOURAGE THEIR CRITICAL

ENGAGEMENT.

DUF PROMOTES YOUTH
PARTICIPATION

IN ORGANIZATIONS AND
IN DEMOCRACY

Danish Youth Council - Workshop Facilitator

The Danish Youth Council is an umbrella organization with more than 70 children and youth organizations as members. DUF’s
core values are participation, dialogue, volunteerism and influence. We promote communities where people are committed
towards one another, and we actively engage young people in democracy, society and organizations; locally, nationally and
internationally.

Given DUF‘s mandate, the organisation will help us with designing and executing the outcome of the explorer tour. In a
monring workshop we will work on reflecting the experience from the explorer tour and incorporate knowledge from our own
organisational background to develop a common declaration and partnerships.
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A Global Perspective

Denmark

Kenya

Ethiopia

Mexico

Folkekirkens N. Ungdom

SDG Student 
Ambassadors

Lorengelup Coomunity Development Core Awards Kenya

Addis Sustainable Life

Liter of Light 

World Merit South AfricaSouth Africa

Tænketanken Frej

Energy Crossroad Nyt Europa

Luum Azul / Women 4 Climate

Global Shapers

Sustainable Change 
Makers

UngeklimarådetDenmark Urban Future Network

Colombia Young Leaders of the Amerika
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“The Future We Want”

4 Guiding questions- Young Influencer Urban Climate Action Explorer Tour

1: What are world-class examples of pathways and solutions to drive urban climate action (towards emission neutral cities)?

2: What are the examples and role of (public-private) partnerships in driving urban climate action?

3: How is youth involved already in driving urban climate actions?

4: Let’s be visionary and ambitious together: How does youth and youth organizations influence urban climate action in
2025?

1

2

The young influencers will join the summit prepared to represent examples from their country on youth engagement in
urban climate action, and the interests and experiences of their organizations
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“The Future We Want”

1 common video message (60-90 seconds)

16 individual video messages (60-90 seconds) comprised of:

- 1 vision on how the influencer sees their organization influencing urban climate action in 2025

- 1 request for commitment and partnerships with Mayors, industry leaders, others

- 1 action the influencer personally will do following the summit (a more concrete next step action)

Influencers will remain a Next Generation City Action network (through LinkedIn group) where we will ask them to follow up on
their actions by small news posts to inspire each other and keep connected

3

4

Representing their organizations, countries, new relations made
with other youth organizations and the learnings from the Urban
Climate Action Explorer Tour, the 16 young influencers will develop
video messages on The future we want: How youth organizations
influence urban climate action in 2025



Oct 7: Urban Climate Explorer Tour - Aarhus
08:45 DEPARTURE Leaving with bus and ferry from DGI Byen (Kombardo-bussen)

12:10 ARRIVAL Aarhus. Walk to City Hall

12:30 WELCOME Introduction to Young Influencers track by DTU

Location: Rådhuset Aarhus, Lokale 020

Lunch is served

13:00 SESSION I Aarhus Municipality’s Perspectives on Urban Sustainable Development 

Aarhus Kommune introduces their climate plan (Jessica Baier; project assistent; Go Green With Aarhus)

Introduction to Aarhus, Political Focus in Sustainability (Louise Lindskrog, Member of the City Council)

Q&A Sessio

13:45 RÅDHUSTÅRNET Explore Aarhus from above

14:00 WALKING TOUR I City Walk – along the harbourfront, focus on sustainable projects & companies in Aarhus – (Thomas Mikkelsen; Development 

Consultant; Go Green With Aarhus)

15:15 SESSION II Sustainable Youth Engagement in Aarhus

Location: Domen / Format: Conversation Café

Young local & national activism/ political involvement: Niels Høker Neumann (NOAH) and Alma Skjold Knudsen (The Green Student’s

Movement) 

Young entrepreneurs: Mejlgade Lab: Jonatan Marcussen & Gábor (LOOP : FOOD LAB), entrepreneurs

Young municipal ambassadors: Børn & Ungebyrådet: Amanda Hansen

Public – NGO collaboration: Kiri Aden; student worker; Domen + activist & Jessica Baier)

Coffee and snacks are served

16:45 WALKING TOUR II City Walk continues – to Aarhus Ø, newly established neighbourhood (Thomas Mikkelsen) – approx. 45 minutes = free time from 17.30

19:00 DEPARTURE Leaving with train to Copenhagen

purchase dinner on bring on the train

?? ARRIVAL Arriving in CPH. Optional to walk back to Steel House

Program organized in partnership with 
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Aarhus Municipality’s Perspectives on Urban 
Sustainable Development 

Jessica Baier; project assistent; Go Green With Aarhus
And
Thomas Mikkelsen; Development Consultant; Go Green With Aarhus
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COMMUNICATION

During Summit (Now)

www.NextGenerationCityAction.com

Young Academics Group

All

Before Summit

http://www.nextgenerationcityaction.com/
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Week full of activities
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Friday night: dinner meet-up

Get warm after Climate March

Warm-up before Culture Night!

Friday 11 OCT 18:30-21:00

2 course menu + 1 drink - on us!

evoo – street kitchen – Nordic/Italian street food

HUSET-KBH, Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 København K

A note on Per Diem amounts
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Next Generation Team
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09 OCT 20:30 End of Opening Ceremony (Copenhagen Contemporary)

11 OCT 14:00 Networking Lunch (Tivoli Congress Center)
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YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS

The P4G conference allowed us to get an incredible platform, where we 
as startup founders were treated equally to the leaders of much larger 

organizations. This gave us a unique opportunity to discuss and 
initiate partnerships with stakeholders we usually would 
struggle just to get a meeting with. 

Just one month after the P4G conference I was invited to Makueni
county Kenya, after having met Governor Kibwana at the conference and 
discussing a partnership. 

Whether this also turns out to become a P4G project is yet to be seen, 
but we have a road map ready to deploy our solution in Makueni
county already in 2019.

Johan Juul Jensen, Co-founder, Solar Sack

Next Generation - Young Entrepreneur

Picture is from the Makueni planning meeting
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YOUNG ACADEMICS

We have continued working on the idea developed for the P4G 

Partnership on electrifying Zambia.

We got support from the Siemens Fond and Dansolar which both sees 

great potential in the solution and considering to continue as a start-up.

Student group, Electrical Engineering, Aarhus University

Next Generation - Young Academics

Picture of prototype developed
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YOUNG INFLUENCER

We have continued working on the idea developed for the P4G 

Partnership on electrifying Zambia.

We got support from the Siemens Fond and Dansolar which both sees 

great potential in the solution and considering to continue as a start-up.

Student group, Electrical Engineering, Aarhus University

Next Generation - Young Academics

Hanny Meeting the president of Ethiopia



OCTOBER 2018
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Next Generation City Action

DUF 8th morning the following slides

Show website program for Tuesday and mention

Wednesday morning

Public transport motivator
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Our mission

”DTU will develop and 
create value using the 
natural sciences and the 
technical sciences to 
benefit society.”
H.C. Ørsted

Founder of DTU

Education Innovation Scientific 

advice

Research



Sisimiut

Denmark

Locations
Greenland

Hirtshals

Østerild

Jutland

Mors

Silkeborg

Høvsøre

Funen

Zealand

Bornholm

Lyngby

Ballerup

Test facilities

Risø

Research facilities

Campuses

8 October 2019



Human resources (FTEs)

6,053

Staff and students

11,538
Full-time students

21% 36%

43%

29% 36%

35%

PhD fellows*

in support 

functions

researchers and 
educators (VIP)

BSc Eng

MSc Eng

BEng





•Facilities

•Programs

•Community

What we offer



• Small scale testing

• Engaging the eco-

system

• Focusing on culture

Our Approach



2018 IN NUMBERS

95+
events

96,739
visitors

5
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3,911
 

hacks with companies  
and organizat ions 

courses from 

10 departments

1,418 students
joined to improve their innovat ive skills

Night Owls

 from 10pm-6am

3,420 125+ delegat ions

room 
bookings 

327  Hack part icipants

26  Hack collaborators

DTU SKYLAB 201818



- the next generation



• Size: +30.000 ft2

• Budget: €15 M
• Opens 2020

Arena
Developer floor
Co-working/office space
Social spaces incl. café



Thank you

Mikkel Sørensen - Head of DTU Skylab - misoe@dtu.dk
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DTU Skylab - a place for and by you!


